CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMING FOR

Monday, June 2, 2008

Icon: Ages 13-16
1:00 p.m. – 1:30 p.m.

Episode: 743
ALEX PAEN, the host of "ANIMAL RESCUE" is an award-winning journalist specializing in international news. Born in Greenwich,
Connecticut, Paen was raised in Massachusetts and graduated from UCLA in Los Angeles, California where he also began his
journalism career at KMPC Radio in 1975.
Episode# 100 Highlights of the Genesis awards.
Episode # 538 Highlights in animal rescues.
Episode # A-738 In Northern California, a horse falls down a steep revine.
Episode # A-739 In Delaware, a dog is trapped in a hole. Several ducklings fall into a storm drain.
Episode #A-740-741 Rescuers try to save a large, stranded adult hooded seal.
Episode #A-742 In Arkansas, a puppy falls down a deep irrigation hole. A large horse is stuck in mud and can’t stand up.
A wayward deer ends up in a parked car.
Episode #A-743 Attempting to save peregrine falcons and their chicks. In Malaysia, a tapir is trapped in a deep hole.
A dog is trapped in a watery canal.
Episode #A-744
An injured horse falls down a muddy hill. Helping elephants in Africa. A dog is found in a burning house.
Episode #A-745.
A large horse is stuck in mud. Treating the injured hoof of a rare type of antelope. Answering the cries of a tiny kitten.
Episode #A-746
Rescuers attempt to save puppies trapped between two buildings. Saving a pregnant cow.
Finding new homes for rescued sea turtles.
Episode #A-747
Rescueing animals trapped in Hurricane Katrina.
Episode #A-748
A young deer is caught in a muddy trap.
Helping stranded dolphins.
Episode #A-749 Helping animals in trouble.
Episode # A-750-755 Helping animals in trouble.
Episode #A-755 Off of the coast of Wellfleet Massachusetts, several white-sided dolphins are found mysteriously near a shoreline. A New England Aquarium team rescue the dolphins. At Provincetown Massachusetts the dolphins are checked by a doctor
and released into the deeper waters of the Atlantic Ocean. In Steelton Pennsylvania rescuers try to save a deer stuck in a mud
trap.
Episode #A-756 Saving a horse and rider. Rescuing a baby tiger. A deer is trapped in a canal.
Episode #A-757 An Irish Setter is trapped in an icy lake. Helping endangered parrots.
Episode #A-758 Three cats are rescued from an apartment fire. A horse falls into a storm drain.
Episode #A-759 Saving a puppy caught in flood waters. Emergency care for two sick dolphins.
Episode #A-760 A dog is injured jumping a fence. Freeing a horse trapped in a trailer.
Episode #A-763 In Georgia, baby geese, (goslings), are victims of a blazing inferno. Captian Eric Jackson of Dekalb County Fire
Rescue saves the goslings. A tapir is in a hole. In Northern Malaysia, rescuers attempt to save a rare animal from certain death.
An unlucky dog falls into a mud trap.
Episode #A-764 . A tapir is in a hole. In Northern Malaysia, rescuers attempt to save a rare animal from certain death. The tapir is
taken to the Melaka Zoo in Selamat Datang.
Episode #A-765 Attempting to save peregrine falcons and their chicks. Attempting to save a horse trapped in a mud hole. Rescuing South African penguins.
An unlucky dog falls into a mud trap. In Hingham, Massachusetts. A fancy goldfish has a tumor in its nose. Doctor Lavack does
an operation that is needed to save the life of a Chinese fish.
Episode #A-766 Helping an injured turtle with a unique medical treatment. New England Aquarium. A dog is impaled on an iron
fence. Rescuing stranded dolphins off the coast of Massachusetts. New England Aquarium. Helping a deer stuck in mud. Rescuing sick and abandoned rabbits.
A miracle birth for an endangered orangutan at the Los Angeles Zoo.Saving rare Iberian lynx. Rescuing an orphaned baby elephant.

